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Choice Preferences for Regional and Green Electricity: Influence of Regional and Environmental 

Identity 

Larissa Fait, Elke D. Groh, Heike Wetzel  

 

ABSTRACT  

The success of the energy transition is important in order to limit climate change and its consequences. 

However, the expansion of renewables faces several challenges. In particular, there is growing resistance 

to renewable projects at the local level. Therefore, we examine preferences for regionally produced 

green electricity as a way to increase acceptance. In addition, we investigate whether regional or 

environmental identity have an influence on these preferences. Therefore, we analyse data from a choice 

experiment conducted with 672 regional consumers in Germany.  The sample is divided into 3 subgroups 

that face different priming treatments in order to determine the effects of identity salience. Our results 

show that, in addition to a green electricity mix, consumers have positive preferences for regional 

aspects of electricity contracts, such as the regional production or the regional ties of electricity 

suppliers. Moreover, respondents who were primed with their regional or environmental identity show 

a significantly higher willingness to pay for these attributes. While the priming for environmental 

identity strengthens the existing preferences, the regional priming seems to influence the underlying 

decision heuristics. Overall, our findings indicate that there is a clear preference for regional electricity 

and therefore it would be reasonable for electricity providers to offer regional electricity. Environmental 

and regional aspects should be emphasised in marketing, as these can have a significant impact on 

electricity contract choice. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The successful implementation of the German Energy Transition is one of the greatest efforts in order 

to keep global warming below 2 degrees. It involves a shift of energy generation and consumption from 

fossil fuels and nuclear power to more environmental friendly, renewable energy sources. Due to 

ambitious climate targets, the share of renewables has increased significantly. In 2018 nearly 38% of 

total electricity consumption were covered by renewable energy sources, mainly solar and wind power, 

compared to only 6% in 2000 (UBA 2019a). If primary energy demand is considered, however, 

renewables only cover 14% of total energy demand (AGEB 2019). This is because other sectors like 

heating and mobility, are still mainly based on coal and gas. Therefore, trajectories for renewables must 

be adapted to other sectors besides the electricity sector in order to achieve the ambitious climate targets. 

By contrast, the netto expansion of onshore wind power has halved in 2018 compared to the previous 

year (e.g. Bundesnetzagentur 2019). Not only legal restrictions on the expansion, but also technical, 

economic and social challenges impede the rapid and necessary expansion of renewables. In Germany, 

in particular social challenges are a big issue. Despite that the energy transition and renewables gain 

wide agreement, there is resistance to the construction of renewable power plants, especially wind power 

plants, at the local level. Citizens are directly affected by renewable, decentralised power plants e.g. 

through changes in the landscape. This could cause serious delays or even cancellation of projects. 

Therefore, their attitudes have to be considered in policy making (see Kalkbrenner et al. 2017, 

Dimitropoulos and Kontoleon 2009). In 2019, the Federal Government introduced the ‘regional green 

power labelling’ as a new marketing instrument for renewable energies (subsidised by EEG) in order to 

counter the problem of poor acceptance. It is therefore expected that consumer acceptance will increase 

by providing information on the regional production of electricity (BMWi 2016). Whether acceptance 

can actually be increased by this, however, depends on whether consumers wish to use electricity from 



their region, as already remarked by Kalkbrenner et al. (2017). In addition, consumers must be willing 

to pay more for this quality, as a regional electricity procurement will probably generate extra costs.  

There are a few studies already dealing with the importance of regional electricity production, indicating 

that preferences and willingness to pay for regional electricity production are rather poor (e.g. Burkhalter 

et al. 2009, Kaenzig et al. 2013, Kalkbrenner et al. 2017). These previous studies are representative or 

nationally oriented, however, Mengelkamp et al. (2019), found slight differences in preferences and 

willingness to pay between regional consumers and the German average. Therefore, this paper examines 

the importance of regional aspects when choosing an electricity contract in a more regional context, 

using empirical data from a survey conducted in North-Hesse, Germany. The survey aimed at regional 

electricity consumers and included a stated choice experiment on electricity contracts in order to 

determine preferences for green and regionally produced electricity. Therefore, on the one hand, our 

paper provides insight in preferences and willingness to pay for regional aspects of electricity products. 

This will indicate whether regulations like the regional green power labelling are reasonable to increase 

acceptance and whether electricity providers should offer such new regional electricity products. On the 

other hand, our results reveal whether there are differences in preferences and willingness to pay at the 

local level, similar to Mengelkamp et al. (2019), since this study is concerned with regional consumers. 

Moreover, we include several priming treatements to determine whether preferences are driven by 

identity or other social and mental concepts. Therefore, our results provide useful guidance to policy 

makers and electricity providers for effectively designing and marketing regional electricity products.  

Our microeconometric analysis reveals that regional aspects of electricity products are important for the 

choice of electricity contracts, and therefore offering such contracts seems reasonable. Furthermore, 

salience of regional and environmental identity has a significant impact on preferences and the choice 

of electricity contracts, which is why these identities should be addressed when marketing such products.  

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the regional green power labelling and 

the current state of research regarding preferences for regionally produced green electricity and identity-

based payoffs. Then, Section 3 describes the methods and data used, followed by the empirical results 

in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes and gives some policy implications.  

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES 

2.1 Regional green power labelling  

Since consumers are directly affected by local and decentralised renewable power plants, their 

acceptance of renewables is crucial for a successful transformation of the energy system (Kalkbrenner 

et al. 2017). Several studies already analysed why citizens resist renewable projects in their region 

finding that different aspects, e.g. visual impacts, size of the project or participation possibilities, can be 

a reason (see ibid.). To increase the acceptance and push forward the expansion of renewables, the 

Federal Government has implemented the regional green power labelling to enable consumers to 

identify with renewable power plants in their region. The regional green power labelling was introduced 

with the amendment of the EEG in 2017 and finally implemented in the begin of 2019. Considering 

several conditions, the labelling allows for labelling electricity (subsidised by the EEG1) as green and 

regionally produced.  

The regional green power labelling works as follows: If a plant operator wants to label his procured 

electricity, he has to report the postal code and amount of produced electricity to the register for regional 

certificates administrated by the German Federal Environmental Agency (UBA). The UBA issues 

regional certificates to the account of the plant operator according to the amount of produced electricity 

(one certificates corresponds to one megawatt hour). Since regional certificates cannot be traded from 

                                                             
1 Regional green power labelling only applies to directly marketed electricity (§20 EEG 2017). 



electricity separately a contractual supply chain between the plant operator and an electricity provider 

has to be existed Then, the electricity provider is also allowed to purchase the regional certificates (§§). 

The UBA transfers and validates the certificates. Once, the electricity provider purchased regional 

certificates, he is allowed to show the share of regionally produced green electricity according to the 

amount of purchased certificates (§§). Finally, this information provided to consumers on their 

electricity bill is intended to increase acceptances towards the power plants in their region (BMWi 2016).  

 

2.2 Preferences for regional and green electricity  

Subscription to green or regional electricity contracts is a way for consumers to express their preferences 

for renewables and to support their expansion. There is already a lot of research on consumer preferences 

and willingness to pay for green electricity or other electricity-related attributes (Burky et al. 2015, 

Dimitropoulos and Kontoleon 2009, Gracia et al. 2012, Goett et al. 2000, Huh et al. 2015, Kaenzig et 

al. 2013, Kalkbrenner et al. 2017, Knoefel et al. 2018, Mattes 2012, Plum et al. 2019, Sagebiel et al. 

2015). In general, the majority of consumers indicates positive preferences for green electricity and are 

also willing to pay a premium for its use (Tabi et al. 2014). Kaenzig et al. (2013), for example, found 

that consumers clearly prefer electricity mixes based on renewables and are willing to pay up to 12 Euros 

more per month compared to a brown electricity mix. In addition, they found a negative willingness to 

pay for the current (default) electricity mix suggesting that consumers favour green electricity but 

switching seems to be an obstacle to its adoption. Kalkbrenner et al. (2017) confirmed these results, 

however, their estimated willingness to pay is significantly lower. Furthermore, Sagebiel et al. (2015) 

investigated preferences for electricity from energy cooperatives, also finding that consumers are willing 

to pay more for a higher share of renewables in the electricity mix but also value transparency, 

participation and local ties of providers. In this context, Dimitropoulos and Kontoleon (2009) further 

found that the acceptance of renewable power plants can be increased through participation and 

transparent planning processes. 

Kalkbrenner et al. (2017) argue, however, that there is already a lot research regarding “how” and “what” 

electricity is produced, i.e. which technologies and resources are used, rather than “where” electricity is 

produced. Therefore, they investigated preferences for the regional production of green electricity. So 

far, they found that the location of electricity generation is less important than the other attributes 

considered, for example the electricity mix or electricity costs. Consumers showed only a weak 

preference for 33% regionally produced electricity compared to no regional production. Moreover, they 

also could not find any additional willingness to pay for regionally produced green electricity. In line 

with these findings, Kaenzig et al. (2013) indeed found positive preferences for electricity produced in 

the region or at least in Germany, but also no additional willingness to pay. Consumers therefore 

indicated only a negative willingness to pay for electricity produced abroad. In contrast, Gracia et al. 

(2012), for example, found that Spain consumers are willing to pay more for regional electricity.  

Even if results so far are not conclusive, it can be assumed that regional aspects of electricity play or 

will play an important role in future, as is already the case for many other products such as food products 

(see Kalkbrenner et al. 2019). Therefore, this paper tries to provide further evidence for this assumption 

by studying the preferences for regional green electricity using data from a stated choice experiment. 

The aforementioned studies, which relate to German consumers, are nationally and representatively 

oriented, which has so far resulted in only weak support for the importance of regional aspects of 

electricity products. In contrast, Mengelkamp et al. (2019), for example, found that there are differences 

between regional consumers and the German average in terms of preferences and willingness to pay for 

the participation in local electricity markets. They found that regional consumers have a higher 

preference for regional and green electricity and are also willing to pay a small premium for its use 

compared to the German average, which indicates a negative willingness to pay for regional green 

electricity. Following this study, we also investigate preferences and how much consumers are willing 



to pay for regionally produced green electricity in a more regional context to find out whether there are 

differences between regional consumers and the German average.  

 

2.3 Influence of identity on preferences and willingness to pay 

Mengelkamp et al. (2019) found that regional consumers have a higher preference for regional electricity 

and are also willing to pay more compared to the German average. But why should there be differences 

between regional consumers and the German average in terms of their preferences? And if so, how do 

regional consumers differ from the average? Perhaps the connection to one's own region and the regional 

identity or pride could play an important role in this. Akerlof and Kranton (2000) already assumed and 

provided evidence that identity and other social concepts can affect economic behaviours and outcomes. 

Therefore, they provided an economic model of behaviour to show the effects of identity based pay-offs 

on economic behaviour and recommended to include identity in utility function models. This identity 

theory is already adapted by various researchers and “self-identification has been implicated as an 

important driver of general consumer behaviour” (Johe & Bhullar 2016, p. 99). Cohn and Maréchal 

(2016), for example, provide an overview on several studies including identity in their investigations. 

They show that priming already applies to various behaviors, preferences, kinds of norms and identities, 

as for example the effects of ethnic culture on time and risk preferences, the effects of criminal identity 

on cheating behavior, the effects of professional identity in the banking industry, or the influence of 

religious affiliation on economic outcomes or altruism. Furthermore, some studies also revealed that 

emphasising environmental identity and attitudes seem to induce pro-environmental behaviour. For 

example, Tate et al. (2014) found that respondents in an environmental priming condition choose more 

often loose products compared to respondents in a control group. Similarly, Engler et al. (2019) found 

that respondents primed with their environmental identity behave greener when they choose an 

electricity contract. However, they also found that raising the salience of environmental identity only 

affects the choices of respondents with a medium level of environmental identity, while it does not have 

an effect on the choice of respondents who posse already a high environmental orientation or no 

environmental identity. In addition, Carrus et al. (2005) found that regional pride, together with positive 

pro-environmental attitudes, appears to be of main importance for supportive attitudes towards natural 

protect areas. In this context, it also seems plausible that preferences for the consumption of electricity 

from the own region are stronger if one has a strong regional identity or is very proud of the own region. 

Accordingly, in our study we also investigate whether regional identity has an influence on those 

preferences. 

 

3. DATA AND METHODS  

3.1Combined stated choice and priming experiment  

Choice experiments are frequently used to elicit preferences for various energy-related products and 

services by asking consumers or respondents to hypothetically choose one option from a set of 

competing alternatives. Therefore, the studied product or service is split up into several product features, 

called attributes, which vary at different levels (Buryk et al. 2015). Accordingly, stated preference 

techniques are in particular interesting to examine preferences for new products or those that are not 

traded in real markets since they allow to control the information flow and include new, hypothetical 

product features (Kaenzig et al. 2013). Therefore, stated preferences are also the best available approach 

for this paper as revealed preferences for regionally produced green electricity are not available at the 

time of the study.  

In our choice experiment, respondents were offered to choose one of three hypothetical contracts or their 

current tariff which referred to the status-quo (SQ). The mutually exclusive alternatives in each choice 



set were characterised by the attributes and levels in Table 1. The selected attributes were chosen on the 

basis of our research interest, but also on the basis of findings from previous studies on the importance 

of the attributes for the choice of electricity tariffs. As the aim of this study is to measure preferences 

for regional aspects and to determine their importance for the choice, two main attributes were 

considered. First, the ‘share of renewables that are regionally produced’ is included. This attribute has 

already been used in previous studies to measure preferences for regional production of electricity, such 

as by Kalkbrenner et al. (2017) and Keanzig et al. (2013). In our study, however, we try to provide a 

more detailed picture of the preferences for this attribute, which is why we consider more differentiated 

levels for the regional share. Hence, it is differentiated between five shares, namely 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% 

and 100% regionally produced green electricity. Secondly, the electricity provider or rather the seat of 

the electricity provider is considered since this attribute was also found to be important in former studies 

(e.g. Mattes 2012) In addition, Kalkbrenner et al. (2017) found that especially regional ties of an 

electricity provider can have a positive effect on the choice. In total, a distinction is made between five 

providers: a foreign, national, supra-national, regional and local electricity provider.  

Besides this regional aspects, additionally three further attributes were considered. As the electricity mix 

and costs seem to be most important when consumers choose an electricity contract, they were also 

included in the choice experiment. Altogether, five electricity mixes were considered in order to elicit 

preferences for different combinations of fossil fuels, nuclear and renewable power. Electricity costs are 

included as an increase or decrease respectively (in percentage) of current annual electricity costs [-

30%, -10%, 0%, +10%, +30%]. At last, we further considered a fifth attribute which relates to a kind of 

service. As it becomes increasingly difficult for electricity providers to diversify, new products and 

services are needed to remain competitive. The bonus payment attribute is attached to an above-average 

electricity yield year and paid by the provider (no additional payment by the consumer) and is not to be 

mixed up with a payment for changing the electricity provider. In total, five different kinds of payment 

are considered (table 1).  

 

Table 1 Stated choice experiment: attributes and levels. 

Attribute 

Level 

1 2 3 4 5 

Electricity mix 

50% coal, 

50% nuclear 

power 

50% nuclear power, 

50% renewables 

 

34% coal, 

33% nuclear power, 

33% renewables 

50% coal, 

50% renewables 

 

100% 

renewables 

 

Share of 

renewables that 

are regionally 

produced 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

Energy supplier 
Foreign 

supplier 
National supplier 

Supra-regional 

supplier 

Regional 

supplier 
Local supplier 

Bonus payment 

for an above 

average 

electricity yield 

year 

No bonus 
payment 

Contribution to 

membership fee of 
an energy 

cooperation 

Donation to a 
regional non-profit 

organisation 

Donation to an 
environmental 

organisation 

Coupon for 
energy efficient 

devices 

Increase/decrease 

of annual 

electricity costs 

-30% -10% 0% +10% +30% 

 

To create the choice sets and alternatives, a fractional-factorial and d-efficient design was used. This 

ensured that respondents were not overstrained by answering to many choice sets (see Kalkbrenner et 



al. 2017). The final design was created using the software NGene and provides 60 choice sets with three 

alternatives each. In addition, a blocked design was used to further reduce the number of choice tasks 

per respondent. Therefore, 10 blocks with each 6 choice sets were created to which the respondents were 

randomly assigned. To minimize hypothetical bias, respondents were further provided with a detailed 

description of the choice experiment containing explanations of the attributes and levels. Moreover, 

before the SCE, participants were asked about their current electricity mix and costs in order to 

determine the SQ and to prepare the participants for the choice situation. Table 2 therefore shows a 

sample choice task provided to the respondents. 

 

Table 2 Sample choice task. 

Attributes Contract 1 Contract 2 Contract 3  

Electricity mix 
50% nuclear,  

50% renewables 
100% renewables 

34% coal,  

33% nuclear,  

33% renewables 

“Stick to my 

current tariff” 

Share of 
renewable that is 

regionally 

produced 

25% 100% 25% 

Electricity 

provider 

Regional 
electricity 

provider 

National 
electricity 

provider 

Supra-regional 
electricity 

provider 

Bonus payment 

Contribution to 

the membership 

of an energy 
cooperative 

Coupon for 

energy efficient 

devices 

Contribution to 

the membership 

of an energy 
cooperative 

Increase/decrease 

of current annual 
electricity costs 

-10% +30% -30% 

I choose: □ □ □ □ 

 

The aim of this study is not only to study preferences and willingness-to-pay for green and regional 

electricity, but also to examine the influence of identity, especially regional identity, on these 

preferences and the willingness to pay. A common method to study the influence of identity and other 

social or mental concepts is the priming method. Priming is an experimental method in which an external 

stimulus is introduced to the participants (Krpan 2017). By this, it is intended to activate mental concepts 

or social knowledge structures which may affect the studied behaviour or choice without the participants 

being aware of this (ibid., Bargh 2006). Accordingly, the priming task or treatment is usually 

implemented immediately before the behaviour or choice studied. The technique originates from 

experimental psychology and “has become an increasingly popular tool” (Cohn and Maréchal 2016, p. 

17) to study economic questions and outcomes. This is because, it is difficult to identify the impact of 

identity on behaviour using other approaches (Bargh 2006). In this study, three priming treatments are 

used. Beside a neutral priming, to provide a control group, two further priming treatments are 

implemented. A regional priming was used in order to stimulate regional identity and an environmental 

priming was used to capture the effects of environmental identity. Environmental concern and awareness 

are already found to be important for the preferences for green electricity. The priming treatments 

consisted of two to six statements to which the respondents had to agree or disagree.   

 

 



3.2 Data collection and dataset  

The data stems from a survey conducted by the University of Kassel in North-Hesse, Germany. The 

survey was carried out on the street and addressed potential electricity consumers (18+). In total, 672 

persons participated in the choice experiment and 663 persons completed the survey. Since different 

priming treatments were used, the whole sample is divided into three subsamples. From the 672 

respondents, 228 were assigned to the control group and 224 (220) received the regional (environmental) 

priming. Table 3 summarizes the characteristics of the whole sample and the three subsamples 

separately. The whole sample and the subsamples are more or less equal in terms of basic socio 

demographic variables, i.e. gender, age, household size and number of children. However, the regional 

sample differs somewhat from the German average. In the regional survey men are overrepresented and 

the average age and household size are larger compared to the German average2. In addition, Table 3 

contains some information on the status quo of the current electricity tariff. In the regional sample, a 

large proportion (38,6-42,73%) are already ‘green electricity consumers’ which is almost twice as high 

compared to the entire German population (in 2018 about 24% of all German consumers used green 

electricity (Bundesnetzagentur 2019)). The average monthly electricity bill (for a 3-person household) 

is approximately the same for the regional sample(s) and the German average (regional sample: approx. 

82€, German average: approx. 88€ in 2018)3. Furthermore, it is revealed that the respondents tend to 

keep their electricity tariff, as 44% state they never changed their tariff before.  

 

Table 3 Sample characteristics. 

Variable 

Whole sample 

 

(N=672) 

Frequency (%), Mean 

Control group 

 

(N=228) 

Frequency (%), Mean 

Regional priming group 

 

(N=224) 

Frequency (%), Mean 

Environmental priming 

group 

(N=220) 

Frequency (%), Mean 

Gender     

   female 44.20 % 42.11 % 47.77 % 42.73 % 

   male  54.46 % 56.14 % 51.79 % 55.45 % 

Age 45.72 46.02 46.32 44.79 

Household size 2.19 2.39 1.99 2.14 

Number of 

Children 
0.92 0.92 0.95 0.89 

 

Current tariff  
    

   Green tariff 40.03 % 38.60 % 38.84 % 42.73 % 

   Never changed  

   tariff before 
44.05 % 44.30 % 44.20 % 43.64 % 

   Electricity  

   costs (3-person- 

   household) 

82 € 83 € 86 € 77 € 

 

NEP 4.39 4.57 4.51 4.10 

Regional identity 1.29 1.46 1.13 1.28 

                                                             
2 Statistisches Bundesamt 2019, 2020; UBA 2019b 
3 Based on an average electricity price of 30 ct/kWh and an average annual electricity consumption of 3500 kWh 

for a 3-person-household (Bundesnetzagentur 2019). 



Finally, scores from the priming tasks were built to measure environmental awareness (NEP) and 

regional identity (RI).4 Environmental awareness were measured using six statements from the New 

Ecological Paradigm scale. Accordingly, NEP ranges between zero and six, with six indicating a high 

environmental awareness. Similarly, regional identity was measured using two statements regarding the 

feeling of connection to and obligations towards the own region. Accordingly, RI ranges between zero 

and two, with two indicating a high regional identity. Therefore, it can be seen that in all groups 

respondents have a rather high environmental and regional orientation, with two particularities. First, 

the NEP score for the environmental priming group is lower than for the other groups. Secondly, the RI 

score for the control group is higher than for the priming groups. However, the differences are not that 

substantial that the groups can no longer be compared.  

 

3.3 Econometric approach  

Choice experiments are based on microeconomic theory, i.e. individuals always try to maximise their 

own utility (see Knoefel et al. 20018). Accordingly, it can be assumed that each respondent will choose 

the alternative in each choice set which provides the greatest utility to him or her. However, since the 

utility depends on the individual taste, which cannot be observed by the researcher and varies between 

respondents, the true utility is also unknown (Train 2009). Therefore, the true utility and thus the 

preferences must be estimated. Since simple and less flexible models such as multinomial or conditional 

logit models do not allow to take this heterogeneity into account and can therefore only estimate average 

mean parameters, we decided to use more flexible mixed logit model based on maximum likelihood 

simulation (Revelt and Train 1998). By this, it can be assumed that the individual tastes follow any 

distribution (specified by the research), which enables the preferences to be determined for each 

respondent individually (Train 2009). We estimated mixed logit models for each subgroup separately. 

Therefore, we specified for each model the price attribute (electricity costs) to have fixed parameters5 

while all other attributes were specified to have random parameters. In addition, we included a dummy 

for the choice of the status quo, as the descriptive statistics indicate a clear preference for staying with 

their current electricity tariff. This allows us to check whether the respondents also state a positive 

preference for their current tariff in the choice experiment. The status quo dummy is therefore also 

assumed to have a fixed parameter. The “choice”, i.e. whether an alternative was chosen (1) or not (0), 

is used as the dependent variable. In order to compare the groups and determine the effects of the priming 

treatments, we used the complete combinatorial test developed by Poe et al. (2005). By this, it can be 

examined whether occurring differences in the willingness to pay between the subgroups are also 

statistically significant. In addition, we followed the procedure of Glenk et al. (2019) and performed 

some non-parametric tests to check whether only preferences and willingness to pay are affected by the 

priming or also the decision strategies of the respondents, i.e. whether primed respondents used a 

differently choice strategy than the control group.  

 

4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

4.1 Preferences for regional and green electricity 

For the analysis, a few assumptions about the status-quo must be made. As respondents were asked 

about their current electricity mix, the electricity mix for the SQ is either a “100% renewable mix” or a 

generic mix consisting of “34% coal, 33% nuclear and 33% renewable power, depending on whether 

                                                             
4 The priming statements, which were initially not answered, were placed later in the survey after the choice 

experiment to ensure that each respondent had to answer all questions.  
5 In addition, we also estimated models with assuming random parameters for the cost attribute. However, the 

results are qualitatively the same, so that we decided to use the simplest model.   



the respondents indicated that they already use a green electricity tariff.6 As the regional green power 

labelling was not possible at the time of the survey, the regional share is set at “0%”. Similarly, the 

bonus is also set to “no bonus payment”, as such services are currently offered. For the electricity 

provider, however, an assumption has to be made. Accordingly, we have defined “national electricity 

provider” for the respondents, as this applies to most German consumers. Furthermore, we need to 

determine a reference level for each attribute, as the estimated parameters are related to these references. 

We use the generic mix, 0% regional production and a national provider as reference levels. 

Furthermore, electricity costs and regional production are coded as continuous variables, while all other 

attributes are coded as dummy variables. Table 4 shows the parameter estimates for the different 

attributes for the control group.  

First, it can be seen that respondents have a negative preference for increasing costs and therefore prefer 

lower electricity costs. Generally, this is consistent with previous results. However, it should be noted 

that a fixed parameter for the cost attribute is assumed, thus no standard deviation is estimated and 

possibly positive preferences for higher costs are not reflected. In addition to the attributes, a dummy 

for the choice of the current tariff (status-quo) was included, as the descriptive statistics revealed that 

consumers prefer to stick with their current tariff and tend to avoid changing it. The SQ-dummy was 

also assumed to have a fixed parameter and coded as a dummy variable. In line with descriptive statistics, 

the respondents also showed a positive preference to stick with their current electricity tariff in the choice 

experiment. For the electricity mix, all parameters are negative, expect for the 100% renewable mix. 

Accordingly, compared to a generic mix, all mixes, with the exception of the 100% renewable mix, are 

rejected by the respondents. However, this is only statistically significant for the mix that consists solely 

of coal and nuclear power. In contrast, the estimated parameter of the renewable mix is highly positive 

at the 1% significance level, indicating that respondents prefer green electricity to a mix of the different 

energy sources. This indicates a clear preference for green electricity in line with previous studies, as all 

other mixes are rejected by respondents.   

With respect to the regional attributes, the control group also shows a clear preference for increasing the 

share of regional green electricity. If the willingness to pay is considered, this preference becomes even 

more clear. Accordingly, respondents are on average willing to pay 12% more of their current annual 

electricity costs for an increase in the regional share by 25%. Thus, our results support the previous 

assumption that regional production could be an important attribute for electricity products. However, 

it has to be noted that the regional production seems to be of much less importance compared to the 

electricity mix and electricity costs which still have the greatest influence on the choice of an electricity 

contract. The same applies to the electricity provider. While the respondents indicate a distinct positive 

preference for a regional and local electricity provider compared to a national provider, the importance 

of this attribute is also much lower similar to the regional production. This is further emphasised by the 

significantly negative parameter for the foreign electricity provider, i.e. respondents reject this kind of 

providers.  

Altogether, the results confirm findings of previous studies that electricity costs and the electricity mix 

are of main importance for the choice of electricity contracts. However, we were also able to support 

the assumption by Kalkbrenner et al. (2017) that regional aspects such as regional production and 

regional ties of electricity providers are also influence the choice, although to a slightly lower extent. 

 

 

                                                             
6 For respondents who did not know their current tariff, it is assumed that they currently use a generic mix. In 

addition, we estimated also models with assuming a 100% renewable mix or with excluding these 

respondents, leading to similar results.  



Table 4 Mean parameter estimates by subgroup. 

 

Control group 
Environmental Priming 

Group 
Regional priming group 

Variables Mean Std. Dev.  Mean Std. Dev.  Mean Std. Dev.  

Electricity Costs -5.669***  -3.823***  -3.401***  

Status-Quo 0.806**  0.849***  0.631**  

Electricity mix       

50% coal, 50% nuclear -5.743** -5.504*** -6.150** -4.020* -9.565 -6.441* 

50% nuclear, 50% renewable -0.658 2.360*** -0.997** 2.827*** 0.130 1.964*** 

50% coal, 50% renewable -0.0785 3.073*** -0.549 3.065*** -0.00434 2.451*** 

100% renewable 4.147*** 3.114*** 3.606*** 3.434*** 3.591*** 3.044*** 

Regional production 0.675** 2.619*** 0.734*** 2.452*** 0.444 2.472*** 

Electricity provider       

Foreign -1.787*** 1.740*** -0.827*** -0.750 -2.424*** 2.148*** 

Supra-regional -0.115 1.377*** 0.0526 -1.493*** -0.716** 1.348*** 

Regional 0.710** -1.669*** 1.135*** 1.284*** 0.451* 0.660 

Local 0.874*** 1.652*** 1.043*** 1.073*** 0.556** 0.571* 

Bonus payment YES YES YES 

    

Observations 228 220 224 

 

 

4.2 Effects of regional and environmental priming 

The results described so far relate only to the control group. However, an essential aim of this paper is 

to investigate the effects of regional and environmental identity on these preferences. Therefore, it is 

considered whether there are differences in the preferences between the control group and the two 

priming groups. Before we analyse the effects of the priming, however, we have to test whether the 

priming worked at all. For this, a short control task of the priming was included in the survey. 

Accordingly, the respondents had to complete some words after the priming task. Therefore, we have 

assumed that primed respondents would mention regional or environmental terms more frequently than 

respondents in the control group. In order to compare the groups, we determined the number of regional 

and environmental terms mentioned separately for each subgroup and then performed Fisher’s exact 

tests to see if any differences between the groups were also statistically significant. Figure 1 summarizes 

the results from the control-task. Out of 224 regionally primed respondents, 111 mentioned a regional 

term. In contrast, only 84 of 228 respondents in the control group mentioned a regional term. 

Accordingly, regionally primed respondents named significantly more often regional terms than 

respondents in the control group. Even greater differences can be seen between the environmental 

priming group and the control group. Out of 220 environmentally primed respondents, 157 mentioned 

an environmental term, whereas in the control group only 76 respondents named one. Accordingly, it 

can be assumed that both priming treatments worked and the targeted identities were activated. 

However, it should be noted that both priming treatments seem to have worked in the same direction. 

Accordingly, both regionally primed respondents mentioned environmental terms more often and 



environmentally primed respondents also mentioned regional terms more frequently than respondents 

in the control group.  

 

Figure 1 Frequency of mentioned environmental and regional terms. 

 

Since it can be assumed that both priming treatments have worked, the groups can now be compared in 

terms of their preferences. Table 4 shows the attribute parameter estimates for the regional and 

environmental priming group. Therefore, it can be seen that the parameter estimates for the different 

attributes do not mainly differ between the priming groups and the control group. Accordingly, 

respondents primed with their regional or environmental identity also show a significant preference for 

green electricity, higher shares of regional production and local and regional electricity providers 

whereas electricity mixes based on coal and nuclear power and foreign electricity provider are rejected 

by the primed respondents. Similar to the control group, it is indicated that electricity costs and the 

electricity mix influence the choice the most while regional aspects are only of lower importance. In 

total, it can be seen that the order of the attributes and the direction of preferences (positive/negative) 

are identical across the groups- Thus, at the first glance, no major differences in the preferences for the 

attributes described can be identified between the groups. 

However, if electricity costs are considered, there are significant differences in the estimated means 

between the priming groups and the control group, as the parameters for the priming groups are 

significantly lower. Accordingly, respondents primed with their regional or environmental identity 

appear to be less sensitive to costs than respondents in the control group. Of course, this also results in 

a change of the willingness-to-pay between the groups, as the willingness to pay is determined by 

weighting the estimated means with the cost parameter. Figure 1 therefore shows the willingness-to-pay 

estimates as a percentage of the current annual electricity costs for selected attributes by subgroup. From 

this, it can be seen that the respondents who are primed with their environmental identity are willing to 

pay on average up to 95% more of their current electricity costs for a 100% renewable electricity mix, 

i.e. 20% more than respondents in the control group. This premium for green electricity is even higher 

for those respondents who are primed with their regional identity and they are thus willing to pay almost 

30% more than respondents in the control group. Accordingly, regional priming seems to have a greater 

influence on the preferences for green electricity. Therefore, it could be assumed that environmental 

issues and sustainability are more important in a regional context than at the national or global stage and 

that, accordingly, regional message are more suitable to raise awareness of environmental and 

sustainability issues than environmental messages.  

Similarly, but not as strongly as the willingness to pay for the renewable electricity mix, priming also 

positively affects the willingness to pay for regionally produced electricity. Therefore, respondents who 

are primed with their environmental identity are even willing to pay almost 20% more per year, which 

is approx. 8% more than respondents in the control group. In contrast, the willingness to pay for regional 
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production is almost the same for respondents in the regional priming group and the control group. The 

situation is similar for the regional and local electricity providers. Respondents in the control group and 

those who are primed with their regional identity are on average willing to pay between 12-13% (15-

16%) more of their current electricity costs for a regional (local) electricity provider. In contrast, 

respondents primed with their environmental identity are willing to pay up to 29% (27%) more for a 

regional (local) electricity provider, i.e. (almost) twice as much as the respondents in the control group. 

Accordingly, the effects of environmental priming on the willingness to pay, especially for regional 

aspects of electricity products, seem to be greater than the effects of regional priming. 

 

 

Figure 2 Willingness-to-pay for selected attributes by subgroups. 

 

In order to test whether these differences in how much respondents are willing to pay are also statistically 

significant, we performed complete combinatorial tests (Poe et al. 2005) for each attribute separately, 

using the pre-determined estimates from the mixed logit models. The test results as well as the 

corresponding willingness to pay estimates are reported in Table 5. Accordingly, it is confirmed that the 

willingness to pay for the 100% renewable electricity mix is indeed statistically significantly higher for 

both priming groups than for the control group. In contrast, however, for the regional production the 

differences are not significantly different from zero. This is especially surprising since the environmental 

priming group seems to have a significantly higher willingness-to-pay than the control group.  

With regard to the regional and local electricity provider, results are mixed for the priming groups. For 

the regional priming, on the one hand, the test confirms that there are no significant differences in the 

willingness to pay between the control and regional priming group for both providers. On the other hand, 

however, it can be seen that respondents primed with their regional identity have a significantly lower 

willingness to pay for a foreign or a supra-regional provider than respondents in the control group. 

Although this does not directly confirm the previous assumption that regional priming increases 

preferences and willingness-to-pay for regional aspects of electricity products, it does indirectly. 

Regional priming seems to lead to a penalty for the absence of regional aspects resulting in a substantial 



decrease of willingness to pay for the corresponding attributes (i.e. the electricity provider). For the 

environmental priming group, the results are different. In accordance with the estimates from the mixed 

logit models, the complete combinatorial tests confirm that there is a statistically significant difference 

between the control and environmental priming group in terms of the willingness to pay for local and 

regional electricity providers. Accordingly, respondents primed with their environmental identity are 

indeed willing to pay significantly more for these attributes than respondents in the control group. In 

contrast, however, there is no significant difference between the groups for the foreign and supra-

regional provider.  

 

Table 5 Willingness to pay estimates for selected attributes and results of complete combinatorial test (Poe et al. 2005) for 
differences in between subgroups. 

Attributes 
Control 

Mean 

Environmental 

Mean 

Regional 

Mean 

Control vs. environmental  

p-value 

Control vs. regional 

p-value 

100% renewable 

electricity 
0.732 0.943 1.056 0.051 0.008 

Regional share 0.119 0.192 0.130 0.217 0.463 

Foreign  electricity 

provider 
-0.315 -0.216 -0.713 0.191 0.005 

Supra-regional 

electricity provider 
-0.020 0.014 -0.211 0.363 0.047 

Regional electricity 

provider 
0.125 0.297 0.133 0.039 0.457 

Local electricity 

provider 
0.154 0.273 0.164 0.071 0.447 

 

Altogether, the suggestion that priming seems to have an effect on the willingness-to-pay can be 

confirmed by the complete combinatorial tests. However, it is also revealed that, contrary to our 

assumptions, environmental priming in particular has a positive effect on the willingness to pay for 

regional aspects and therefore seems to have the greatest effect. But do the priming treatments only 

influence the sensitivity to electricity costs and thus the willingness-to-pay for certain attributes? Or are 

there also other effects, so that in the end regional priming may have a greater effect? 

 

4.3 Influence of priming on choice strategies 

So far, it was assumed that the choices or rather preferences are stable and are not influenced by the 

choice context according to the theory of utility functions and fully compensatory decision-making (see 

Guala and Filippin 2015). However, many psychologists argue that this assumption fails to be true and 

that in many cases choices and preferences are affected by the context and complexity of the choice task 

(Leong and Hensher 2012). In this regard, the concept of decision or choice heuristic emerged, assuming 

that decision makers use “mental processing rules” (Leong and Hensher 2012, p. 314) to cope with 

situations of high complexity and to make fast and frugal decisions (ibid). It is further assumed that 

every person already owns a repertory of such decision strategies. An overview of them is given by 

Leong and Hensher (2012), for example. The extent to which the context of the choice situation can 

have an effect is shown, for example, by Glenk et al. (2019). They found that different cost vector 

treatments lead to respondents following different decision heuristics or choice strategies in a choice 

experiment. Accordingly, respondents in higher cost vector treatments relatively more often chose the 

cheapest non SQ-option across all choice sets than respondents in lower cost vector treatments. 

Therefore, they concluded that “differences in the cost vector can affect the degree to which respondents 

employ decision strategies that are not in line with fully compensatory decision-making” (ibid., p. 147). 



Moreover, Guala and Filippin (2015) have found that group identity may also stimulate heuristics that 

provide guidance in unfamiliar situations, suggesting that identity can also frame the choice setting.  

Following this idea, we assume that the priming also influenced the choice setting and thus, respondents 

in the priming conditions have employed systematic choice strategies. Based on our previous results, 

we would therefore expect that primed respondents were less likely to have chosen the cheapest non-

SQ alternative (“the cheapest”) as they appeared to consider electricity costs less than respondents in 

the control group. By contrast, we could imagine that the primed respondents followed one of two 

possible choice strategies: either they chose alternatives that included a 100% renewable mix (“the 

greenest”) or alternatives that included a regional or local electricity provider (“the most regional”), 

since the willingness to pay estimates and test results for these attributes show significant differences 

between the priming groups and the control group. Accordingly, a total of three choice strategies is 

considered.7 To test whether the respondents have employed any of these strategies, we followed the 

approach suggested by Glenk et al. (2019). For this, first, we generated dummy variables that indicate 

whether a respondent followed one of these strategies in the choice experiment. Subsequently, a 

comparison between the control group and the two priming groups was performed using Fisher’s exact 

test. 

The results are reported in Table 6. Accordingly, we only found strategic choices for the respondents 

who are primed with their regional identity. At the 1%-significance level, regionally primed respondents 

are less likely to choose the cheapest non-SQ alternative in all choice sets compared to respondents in 

the control group. In general, this further strengthens our previous assumption that costs are slightly less 

considered if respondents are primed with their regional identity. It is surprising, however, that we found 

no difference between the control and environmental priming group for this choice strategy. In addition, 

we also have not found systematic choices of “green” alternatives, contrary to our previous assumption. 

This is particularly surprising as we found a significantly higher willingness to pay for a 100% renewable 

mix for both priming groups. However, perhaps priming only leads to a lower consideration of electricity 

costs when choosing a 100% renewable mix, but not to a systematic choice of alternatives that include 

this attribute. Regarding the choice of the most regional alternative, we also found systematic choices 

only for the regionally primed respondents. Accordingly, regionally primed respondents are more likely 

to opt for alternatives including regional and local electricity providers, which again confirms the 

assumption that regional priming increases the importance of regional aspects when choosing an 

electricity contract. This indicated that regional priming does not directly increase the willingness to 

pay, but shifts the focus on regional aspects and therefore alternatives that include these aspects are 

systematically chosen by the respondents. In addition, this further strengthens the impression from the 

willingness to pay estimates, i.e. alternatives that do not include these regional aspects are rejected or 

even penalised (in form of a negative willingness to pay) by the respondents.   

 

Table 6 Priming effects on choice strategies. 

Choice strategies 
Control vs. environmental 

p-value 

Control vs. regional 

p-value 

“cheapest” 0.167 0.089 

“greenest” 0.602 0.679 

“most regional”  0.683 0.074 

 

                                                             
7 The systematic choice of a high regional share was not considered, since we found no significant differences 

for this attribute between the groups in our previous estimations.  



Finally, these further tests suggest that regional priming in particular does not only make preferences 

more salient, insofar as primed respondents seem to be less sensitive to electricity costs and therefore 

indicate a higher willingness to pay, but that regional priming also seems to affect the underlying choice 

strategy. That means, regionally primed respondents follow different decision strategies than 

respondents in the control group. Accordingly, in addition to influencing the willingness to pay, regional 

priming has an additional effect compared to the environmental priming. Thus, we would also ascribe a 

greater influence to the regional priming and identity than to the environmental priming and identity 
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